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ABSTRACT

Skelton, Daniel R. M.S.E., Purdue University, August 2014. Design of a High
Performance Actuation System Enabled by Energy Coupling Actuation. Major Professor:
John H Lumkes, Jr.
The main goal of the research was to design, manufacture, and test a new linear actuation
system. Research was conducted on several types of actuation methods applied to
hydraulic valves. A literature review showed that most existing actuator systems have the
actuator and control mass coupled together. There is a need for high speed actuation. The
proposed idea is to have the actuation mass always moving while accelerating and
decelerating the control mass. The decoupling of these two will allow for the actuation
and control mechanism to be independent and only move the control mechanism when
needed. Initial modeling, as well as a matrix of design configurations, was done to
compare the strengths of magneto-rheological fluid, piezoelectric and magnetics as a
clutching mechanism. This led to the initial selection of a magneto-rheological fluid
actuator.
A prototype of the energy coupling actuator was designed and manufactured. Building of
the energy coupling actuator had many design iterations. These iterations built upon each
previous design. A custom test stand was built to test the energy coupling actuator, and
validate the design. The static power required to spin the kinetic energy source was
measured to validate the design. Dynamic testing was performed on three prototypes and

xiii
on the electrical current profile. The dynamic response of the final energy coupling
actuator had a stroke of 1.5 mm in 3 ms and was also able to reach a stroke of 7 mm in 7
ms. The testing of the energy coupling actuator concluded that the product was capable of
high-performance actuation

1
.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Research objectives

The goal of this research was to design a new actuation system valve to achieve high
performance. The specific objectives were to:
1. Design and analyze the actuation coupling mechanism
2. Manufacture prototypes according to the design
3. Test the prototypes for actuation performance

1.2

Organization

This thesis covers the design, building and testing of a new high-performance actuation
system. It has six chapters pertaining to the research, focusing on: background, the
actuation concept, the components built, test stand and the dynamic testing.
The background research for this actuator introduces the enabling technology and how
high-performance valves can improve existing systems. The valves researched are
industry available valves as well as academic research valves and actuators. Digital
hydraulics is a small part of high performance valves and several digital valves were
researched.
The actuation concept applies the background material to several potential concepts. The
limitations of some of the other types of actuation lead to an examination a new type of
actuation.
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After the background research and various concepts were considered, the magnetorheological fluid was chosen as the best clutching mechanism to start with on the
prototype. The selection was due to the ease of manufacturing of the components, the
properties of the fluid, and the availability of the fluid. The progression of the design was
shown in chapter four.
Testing was done on a custom built test stand. This stand is comprised of different
components that were considered and how they were selected.
Experimental testing was done to validate the dynamics of the actuation concept. The
three prototypes were tested and this work reflects how the changes affected the actuation
speed.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND RESEARCH

2.1

Enabling technology

High-speed actuation is needed and can be beneficial in many electromechanical
applications. High-performance actuators allow for greater control of the dynamic
systems. This technology can lend itself to the automotive industry with applications
in camless engines, allowing for a greater efficiency and power delivery from the
internal combustion engine. Other areas include robotics and improving
manufacturing. Line picking robots have the ability to pick small (>0.5 kg) objects at
over three objects per second (Staubli, 2014). This high-speed movement can allow
for faster production and better control of larger objects. Robots can have faster
valves to move and allow for greater controllability (IEEE , 2014). This research will
focus on linear actuation and controlling hydraulic valves.
2.2

Digital hydraulics (overview)

The focus in digital hydraulics has been increasing over the past decade and now
most fluid power conferences have a session dedicated to the topic. The fastswitching times and the robust and simple components make this technology desired
(Linjama, 2011). The automotive industry has taken digital hydraulics and
incorporated them into some of the most crucial components of an automobile, with
the introduction to antilock breaking systems and electronic fuel injectors. There are
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three types of digital hydraulic systems: The traditional on-off valves that have a
discrete value, like a pump motor, parallel control of valves, and hydraulic-switching
on-off valves, like fuel injectors (Wang, 2011).
2.2.1

Pump-Motor

High performance valves enable improved machine performance. Pump-motors are a
good example. In axial piston pumps, there is a small amount of leakage that occurs
at the swash plate. The amount of leakage is nearly constant regardless of
displacement. At full displacement pump-motors have efficiencies in the upper 80
percent. At lower displacement, 20 percent, the efficiency of that same component
can drop down to 50 percent. Research in the effects of valve transition times as well
as the stroke of the valve demonstrated improvement. Valve performance was used to
predict the efficiency of a 7 piston pump-motor. Figure 2.4, there is a plot with
transition times of valves and the effects on efficiencies. With faster transition time of
the valve, the trend shows that the efficiency of the pump-motor can increase. Figure
2.1 shows the effect that the opening area has on the efficiency of the pump-motor. If
the opening is large (70 mm2), the efficiency is much larger than the same transition
time of a 15 mm2 valve. This simulation was an example of how faster actuators and
valves can benefit fluid power to increase the efficiencies of systems.
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Figure 2.1 Figure of on/off efficiency for valves in digital pump/motor (Merrill, 2012)

Research has been and is currently conducted in industry and in academia on fast
actuating valves with large flow rates. These faster valves allow for higher bandwidth
control. The larger flow rates increase the efficiencies by reducing the metering loss.
Shaker tables are another area that could use a high-flow, low-cost valve. Shaker
tables need large flow rates to move the table or machinery. Large tables can have a
bandwidth over 50 Hz and large flow rates are greater than 80 lpm. Many tables use a
servo valve for the actuation. These valves have high spool force and dynamics but
may require multiple spools to actuate the larger spool and can be expensive (HEICO,
2010).
High bandwidth control of an axial piston pump is also sometimes done with servo
valves. The need for controlling a swash plate in a pump is that it needs to have low
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power requirements and high bandwidth (Ivantysynova, 2013). The physical
limitations on bandwidth control for a pressure controlled axial piston pump have
been researched at the University of Missouri. In many applications, pump bandwidth
frequencies have been limited to 25 Hz. Current modern high-speed applications; this
frequency needs to be increased to 100 Hz. The research came to the conclusion that
one of the ways to increase the bandwidth of the pump is to reduce the volume of the
control actuator. The limitation is how fast the moving actuator can be filled and
emptied (Manring, 2011).
2.3

Actuation types

The valves that have been researched have a range of response times that would
enable both new and old technologies. The slowest valve has a response time of 30
ms, one magnitude slower than what would be the high performance valve
requirements. Many of the valves or actuators are in the research and development
stages and there are few valves that are on the market that meet these performance
requirements.
2.3.1

Solenoid actuation

Solenoid valves are common in hydraulic applications for multiple reasons: they are
reliable, low cost, and have relatively fast switching capabilities. These characteristics
allow this valve to be used in hydraulics on large construction equipment and also the
valves that control the pneumatics in medical fields.
The solenoid is built around a simple actuation concept. There is a ferrous material
that is called the core. This core is normally attached to a plunger or armature and this
is the linear actuation. There is a coil of wire that is wound coaxial to this magnetic
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core. A magnetic field is developed when electricity flows through a wire. This
magnetic field is used to push or pull the core. The wound coil is energized and the
core moves accordingly. As the magnetic field builds, the core is accelerated. When
the valve is approaching its final position it has to decelerate this large moving mass.
The force at the end of the stroke is smaller, due to the large air gap. Solenoids can
have large actuation forces from the electromagnet acting on the core. This simple
concept is what makes a solenoid so reliable. There are very few moving parts to a
solenoid, limiting its failures. With only one moving component and a simple design,
the cost of a solenoid is low. Small solenoids can achieve a high speed of actuation.
With small strokes, frequencies can get into the 1000 Hz. The fast actuation requires
the valve to accelerate and decelerate this mass each time it switches.
A pilot-operated solenoid valve demonstrated a response time of less than 2 ms. The
pilot spool is a smaller mass that controls flow to switch a larger spool. With the
speed of the actuation as large factor, the solenoid that controlled the pilot spool
needed to be fast. The solenoid used a peak and hold current to make the fast
actuation happen. To start the acceleration of the spool, the solenoid had a starting
current of 50 A applied for 1 ms then the amperage was dropped to 5 A. The
actuation resulted in an opening and closing speed in the same range. The 2 mm
stroke of the pilot was achieved in 2 ms. The pilot spool controls the larger spool and
from this, a valve flow rate of 85 lpm can be achieved. (Winkler, 2010)
Industry has many valves on the market in various configurations. Recent work has
been done on solenoid valves. Parker’s new “Super Coil” valves give the user new
improvements over the old versions. New seals and crimp design help eliminate fluid
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from leaking out of the cartridge and the wire connector reduces exposure to the
environment. The valves, depending on the valve configuration, will have different
response times. The fastest response times of the valves are the valves that are
normally closed. When the coil energizes, the valve responds in 30 ms. This 2-way
poppet valve is capable of producing 15 lpm. A faster valve with the same
configuration, there is a 2-way, 2 position valve that has open and close response
times of 10 ms. However, the flow is small at 1 lpm. (Parker Hannifin Corporation,
2014)
High-speed solenoids are in development creating a miniature actuator. These small
solenoids are used as a fast acting actuation for digital valves. The valve was
designed so that the coil diameter would only be 10mm. There are multiple
prototypes that were made and tested. The experiment was to test the height of the
coils and how it would affect the switching. The height of the coil stack was changed
from 3 mm to 6mm and the test stand can be seen below in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Miniature solenoid actuation test stand (Lantela, Kostamo, Kajaste, &
Pietola, 2014)
The other variable was the amount of coil turns that the coil set had; the values were
80, 140 and 200 turns. This solenoid used a boost and a hold voltage when actuating
and was controlled by an h-bridge. This circuit configuration allows voltage to be
applied across a load in either direction. The actuation that this valve was achieving
was only in the tenths of millimeters and the time was in fractions of milliseconds.
The opening of the solenoid was 0.3 ms at a displacement of 0.4 mm and the closing
phase happened in just over 0.4 ms. The small solenoid actuator had smaller holding
forces. With 24 V used, the max holding force was under 25 N. (Lantela, Kostamo,
Kajaste, & Pietola, 2014)
2.3.2

Piezoelectric actuation

Piezoelectric (piezo) material is made up of a crystal structure. The crystal structure,
when compressed, creates a voltage. This crystal material will also strain itself when
an electric field is present. The structure will expand to 0.1% of its size. When precise
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positioning is needed, piezoelectric can be an optimal selection. This small strain can
also make this material the driver in an actuator. That small percentage means the
material would have to be 1 m to achieve a stroke of 1 mm. To achieve a large stroke
(1-2 mm), the material can move a lever arm or can be stacked.
Stacked actuators are comprised of many layers of piezoelectric disks stacked on top
of each other. When voltage is applied, the stroke becomes amplified by each stack
expanding. This stack of piezo disks needs a large amount of voltage (500-1000V) to
achieve the expansion in all of the disks. Another type of actuator only has 2 layers of
the piezo material bonded together. When actuated, the top layer of the stripe actuator
will expand while the bottom actuator contracts. This deflection gives a large stroke.
The piezoelectric actuator is a simple design and is comprised of few parts. The
crystal disks do not require lubrication, limiting the serviceability required. The
actuator can switch billions of times without the material deteriorating, making it a
good commercial application. When the material is energized at full stroke, there is
only a fraction of power that is required as compared to the initial power requirement.
One negative to the piezo actuation is the high voltage requirement. The force
approaches zero at this full displacement. The speed of actuation on a piezo stack is
normally limited by the inertial load that is being moved by the stack or the
limitations on the driver for the electronics (APC International, Ltd., 2014).
The application for piezoelectric actuators is a large field, from NASA and would
work in cryogenics to consumer electronics.
A valve using a set of stacked piezoelectric disks achieved an opening or closing in
less than 1.5 ms. This valve can be seen in figure 2.3 and it uses a stack of
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piezoelectric actuators. The valve is based on a Hörbiger plate. The bottom plate is
stationary and is comprised of many small holes for more flow but it introduces
multiple metering edges. The upper plate moves in this design and the flow exits out
of the side of the valve. The actuation of the top plate is done with a piezoelectric
stack that extends and contracts.

Figure 2.3 Prototype piezoelectrically actuated valve (Branson, 2011)
With piezoelectric actuation, there is a small stroke and this stack is capable of a
stroke around 60 µm. To get the maximum stroke, the stack needs to have a relatively
large voltage; 1000 V. The power needed for driving this stack was 2000 W at max
power. Valve performance was able to achieve a flow over 60 lpm but because of the
metering edges, the pressure drop was 20 bar. Bandwidth performance of the valve
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was 420 Hz with a voltage of 500 ±425 V. This normally-open valve is a
piezoelectric actuated plate valve that has a fast transition time and a large flow rate.
Fast-actuating valves with large flow rates are some of the first steps to enabling a
more efficient system. (Branson, 2011; Pan, 2013)
Common fuel rail technology has allowed for a piezoelectric fuel injector on the
market. The piezoelectric stack does not control the opening and closing of the
injector directly but indirectly due to pressure. The injector is used in common rail
systems, meaning there is a high pressure (20ksi) delivered to the injector. The high
pressure fuel is balanced throughout the injector when the needle is closed. A valve is
opened when the stack is energized and this allows the fuel to flow back to the tank.
With a pressure imbalance in the injector, the needle is pushed upward and fuel
sprays from the tip of the injector into the combustion chamber. When the stack is deenergized, the valve to the tank is closed and the needle is returned to its closed
position by a return spring. The stack is comprised of hundreds of piezoelectric disks
that can achieve a stroke of four thousandths of an inch. The use of piezoelectric stack
in a fuel injector can have the precise fuel amount delivered to the combustion
chamber up to five times faster than standard injectors. This fast actuation can lead to
multiple bursts of fuel in a combustion cycle. This allows for a more complete
combustion cycle and a more efficient use of fuel (Csere, 2011).
2.3.3

Voice coil

Voice coil valves take a proven method of actuation from electronics and apply it to
hydraulics. A speaker uses the magnetic field produced from electricity in a wire and
this reacts to a permanent magnet on the speaker. The movement of the wire coil
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moves a cone and causes the air to vibrate. The wave from the cone is the sound that
is heard. A voice coil valve works in this same manner. Electricity in a coil of wire
creates a magnetic field and that field interacts with a permanent magnet. Voice coil
valves are able to achieve a large force and have fast actuation. This is due to what is
actuated and what is stationary. In solenoids, the large core is actuated. However, in
voice coils only the coil moves and the large, heavier magnet is stationary. This
electromagnetic interaction between the coils and the core gives voice coil valves the
larger force that a solenoid would have but the valve is accelerating and decelerating
a much smaller mass. This design is very reliable with a limited number of moving
parts and does not require servicing on those parts.
Voice coils are used in proportional control of hydraulics for the fast response and
large forces possible (Parker Hannifin Corporation, 2014). Speakers have a highfrequency range that they can achieve and from this, come the development of voice
coil drives (VCD). VCD are capable of delivering a large amount of force; 100 N.
This large force is coupled to a valve slide to eliminate friction and to allow for a
direct link between the coil and the valve component. The valve component is
attached to the movable coil; this coil is wrapped around a permanent magnet. Using
a voice coil as the actuating component the valve is capable of achieving a step
response of 3.5 ms. This large force and high speed allow the valve to have a flow
rate up to 40 lpm with a pressure drop of 35 bar. This voice coil valve uses closed
loop control, allowing for greater control. The valve slider is connected to a position
transducer that can accurately measure to 0.5 µm. This accuracy allows for the valve
to have 2,400 steps of resolution in the stroke (Parker Hannifin , 2003).
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A new design has developed a new type of voice coil. This voice coil type utilizes a
particular arrangement of three voice coils with two magnets between the coils. This
can be seen in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Cross section of voice coil (Nășcuțiu, Reinertz, Siebert, & Murrenhoff,
2014)
This voice coil actuator uses a ferro fluid in all void space to eliminate any air gaps in
the actuator. The fluid helps the magnetic field lines transmit between the gaps and
this allows for more magnetic flux and larger force. The fluid is used to also keep the
temperature of the actuator and components down.
Testing of the actuator was conducted with a 36 V power supply. The mass of the
actuator was 70 g and the maximum force that was achieved was 104 N. The
actuation was tested with a step response “on”, hold, “off” command. The
displacement of the actuation was 0.4 mm and this was achieved in 2.5 ms with a
settling time of 6 ms. The actuator with the ferro fluid had a much better frequency
response compared to the actuator with no fluid. (Nășcuțiu, Reinertz, Siebert, &
Murrenhoff, 2014)
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2.3.4 Shape memory alloys
Shape memory alloys are new materials that have some interesting features. This
material is capable of remembering its original shape and, when deformed, it can go
back to this original shape many times without changing its hysteresis. This is
possible through heat application. This material is normally made in a casting or
melting type of manufacturing. The material that it is made of also changes some of
its characteristics. For slow (3 Hz), high-stress (200 MPa) applications, the smart
memory alloy are beneficial as an actuator. For a faster response and magnetic control,
some forms of the shape memory alloys have magnetic characteristics. These
magnetic shape memory alloys will move in the presence of a magnetic field. The
magnetic alloys can typically actuate at a higher frequency, close to 1000 Hz (Jani,
2014).
Magnetic Shape Memory (MSM) is a monocrystalline Ni-Mn-Ga alloy that, when
introduced into a magnetic field, can change its shape. The material expands and can
achieve an elongation of 12% of its shape. This material is capable of conducting
shape-changing millions of times. (Sozinov, 2013)
The MSM actuator has been tested to show its fast actuation and the force that it can
apply. The actuator had a spring return, so when the magnetic field was not present,
the material would be forced back to its original shape. In this test the material had a
stroke of 0.7 mm and the response time was 1.6 ms. This actuation is also capable of
being a push-push actuator. The actuator would require two MSM and they would
push against each other, eliminating the need for a spring force. This material in a
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push-push would allow a hold of an intermediate position without energy
consumption.
The MSM material could be advantageous for use in fluid power. When the valve
components reach the end of the stroke there needs to be a deceleration to limit the
fatigue of the components. There are many ways to decelerate the components. One
way is to use a hydraulic cushion. The acceleration and the force approach zero as the
material reaches the end of its elongation. (Schiepp, 2014)

MSM is a material that can be a feasible actuator application. The response time of
the material can be under 1 ms for a small stroke. To reduce the eddy currents in the
material a high frequency material is added in the core. The rise time under 1 ms had
a stroke of 0.25 mm. The alloy is limited in its speed of stoke by the eddy currents in
the core material. The alloy also has to overcome the inertia of any actuation
component or spring that returns it to its original state. The force that can be applied
by this actuation at a 3% strain is 400 N (90 lbf) with it being capable of exerting
close to 1000 N (225 lbf) with a smaller expansion when the magnetic field is
introduced (Tellinen, 2002).
2.3.5

Digital Valves

Digital valves utilize some of the actuation technologies researched but also look at
other ways to achieve high speed actuation.
Digital flow control units take many small valves and control them in parallel to
achieve high speed switching and produce a large flow rate. This group of two-way
two-position valves can allow for a binary operation. This type of digital control
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allows for fast valve actuation because there are multiple small low flow valves. The
problem with this type of control is that it needs complex controllers to switch the
valves. To achieve the high flow rates, many valves need to be connected in parallel.
Higher power, as well as a more complex controller, is required for switching. The
dynamic performance of a digital flow control unit is ideal, allowing high flow, exact
timing and a small size (Linjama M. V., 2007).
A rotary PWM valve has been designed to use with a virtually variable displacement
pump. The valve spool is capable of spinning by only flow forces. The valve
alternates flow from the inlet to the tank and to the load, giving a PWM of flow. The
spool moves axially and this is what changes the flow delivery amounts to the tank or
the load. The center of the spool is the inlet turbine, where fluid inters the spool and
the outsides are the outlet turbines that deliver the fluid. The current prototype spool
is moved hydraulically and is capable of delivering 40 lpm and switching at 3 ms (Tu,
2009).
A two stage bi-directional check valve (BDCV) has been developed to allow for
variable displacement, thus enabling a digital pump-motor. The valve had two
different control methods, active and passive checking. Active checking occurs when
actuation of the pilot stage causes the main stage valve to switch and the passive
method is when the pilot stage is stationary during the main stage switching. This
BDCV has operating speeds of 2-3 ms in active checking and a flow rate of 30 lpm
(Wilfong, 2011).
Actuation and valve technology is changing with goals of faster speeds that are
required by digital hydraulics. This growing need for more efficient systems and to
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have a valve that allows for large flows and a fast response time is crucial for digital
hydraulics. There needs to be a new innovation in the way that a valve is actuated.
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CHAPTER 3. ACTUATION CONCEPT

Valves using solenoids have large actuation forces but there is an acceleration and
deceleration of a relatively large mass. A new type of actuation has been developed that
does not have to accelerate a large mass. The idea is to clutch a kinetic energy source to a
linear translational piece. This spinning shaft can be powered from an engine (like a
camshaft) or can have an independent source, like a motor.
3.1

How it works

To achieve a large force in actuation, most existing actuations need to accelerate a large
mass. To have a fast speed or quick acceleration to the moving mass, the components
need to be lightweight or require large amounts of power. The combination of these two
ideas is seen in the voice coil valve but it needs further investigation. The Energy
Coupling Actuator (ECA) does that. The idea behind the actuation is that there are easier
ways to couple and transfer energy than having the actuator develop the energy to
accelerate and decelerate each time. The ECA is similar to a clutch. It takes a valve
component, constrained linearly, and clutches it to a moving mass. This moving mass is a
kinetic energy source. In this case, it is a disk spinning. This mass allows for the ECA to
have the large actuation force. The ECA has to just momentarily couple the valve
component with this mass. The valve component is a small, lighter component that can be
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accelerated faster than a larger permanent magnet and gives the ECA faster actuation.
The ECA decouples the two components of valve actuation. The coupling time is only a
few milliseconds so that the spinning disk does not slow or stall. The clutching over the
surface of the disk and translational piece will result in a net up or down force.
Design tradeoffs


Does not need a pilot pressure. The ECA does not need a pilot pressure but
requires an energy source to spin the disk.



Large actuation forces. The ECA has two surfaces in shear with the rotating disk.



No acceleration and deceleration of actuation mass. The actuation mass is
constantly spinning while the smaller control mass is only momentarily clutched
to this mass.



High pressure is allowed at either port. The ECA is capable of two-way actuation.



Proportional actuation. The shear force of the MR fluid is controlled by the
magnetic field.



Large stroke. The ECA is capable of large strokes at fast speeds. Once the
translational piece is clutched to the disk the speed of the stroke is dependent
upon the speed of the disk.
3.2

Types

A design study was done (Skelton, 2013) on how to clutch components to an energy
source. Clutching can be done with many different concepts. The clutching is taking the
rotational motion and connecting it to a type of linear translational motion. There are
multiple ways that the energy is transferred; friction from the shearing or contact between
two faces, clutching a cam profile, and screw type motion.
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Table 3.1 Design concept combinations
Rotary to Translational Mechanism
Cam
Coupling Mechanism

Friction

Screw
Profile

Magneto-rheological (MR)
Yes

Yes

Yes

Piezoelectric

Yes

No

Yes

Electromagnetic “Motor”

No

Yes

Yes

Fluid

3.2.1

Magneto-rheological Friction

The ECA takes rotary motion and clutches this movement to a moving linear translational
piece. This concept can use many different materials or concepts. Magneto-rheological
fluid (MR) is a liquid material that has a shear mode. Piezoelectric actuators can be used
to expand and clutch the moving mass. Other designs including magnetic coupling, such
as brushless dc motor. (Skelton, 2013)
The first concept analyzed is MR fluid as the clutching mechanism. MR fluid is a liquid
that becomes solid when a magnetic field is present. This material would be enclosed in a
case and the translational piece, as well as the disk, would be submerged in it as seen in
figure 3.1. With the liquid being used as the clutching mechanism and the viscosity being
close to that of water (when not energized), the MR fluid components should have
tolerances in the range .25 mm (.01 inches). The fluid is nonabrasive and would allow for
considerable switches to be conducted without the need to replace parts due to wearing.
The only factor that can have an impact on the switching would be residual magnetism in
the disk after a switch has been conducted, if a bidirectional switch or opposite switch
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was needed. The electronics for this design are common, “off the shelf” components.
The switching can be done with power that is found on mobile machinery. The switching
can be done with a small controller that switches transducers. The feedback, if needed,
can be done with a Hall Effect position sensor. If flow or pressure is desired, then the
corresponding sensors could be used. With the versatility of the design, the size is
dependent upon the need. The price for MR fluid is expensive and this price is what
would be most of the cost of this design. The price of the fluid could be available at a
low cost in large quantities.

Figure 3.1 MR fluid shear actuation concept
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3.2.2

Magneto-rheological Cam

With its magneto-rheological properties, MR fluid can also be used in cam profiles as
seen in the figure 3.2. There is an energy source that rotates the shaft. The shaft is
spinning in a small container. The empty space in the container is filled with MR fluid.
The outside of the container has a cam profile on it. This configuration would allow for
the MR fluid to be energized and the cam would then also spin. The MR fluid can be
energized; The cam can be spun and sped up with an independent input power. This can
lead to internal combustion engines not needing a camshaft. The valve below is normally
open. When the cam is locked up with the motor (when the MR fluid is energized), the
cam will begin to spin, closing the valve.

Figure 3.2 MR cam actuation concept
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3.2.3

Piezoelectric

Piezo actuation would be achieved by the expansion or contraction of the piezoelectric
disks. The crystal structure in the disk deforms when a voltage is supplied to it. This
movement in the piezo disks is how it would actuate. The clutching would raise or lower
a translational piece. Figure 3.3 below, shows what this might look like. The round red
circles are the piezo stacks that expand when energized. The contact between the stacks
and the spinning disk would lift or lower the translational piece.

Figure 3.3 Piezo friction actuation concept
This design is very dependent on the tolerances of the machining process. When the
piezo stacks are excited, the expansion is quite small (1000µm) at some of the top end
actuators. This small actuation makes the gap tolerance very critical. As the stack
expands, the contact between the stack and the disk will cause friction and lift the
translational piece. The repeatability on this will decrease due to the friction between the
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two surfaces. The abrasive material can cause some of the contact area to be removed.
With a gap increase, the piezo stack might not have the stroke large enough to contact the
spinning energy source. The electronics for piezo stacks consist of a larger power supply
that that usually seen on mobile applications, 150 VDC. The actuation is controlled by a
driver. The cost of piezo electronics and the piezo stack make this technology difficult to
produce in high volume applications (Hoffmann, 2008).
3.2.4 Magnetic Shape Material
Magnetic shape material (MSM) is a material that changes shape when a magnetic field is
present. Clutching of the kinetic energy source and the translational piece is done by the
strain in shape that the magnetic field would induce. The material expands when there is
a presence of magnetic field. It is a challenge to return the material to its starting position.
In many configurations, the MSM has a spring or reaction force which returns the MSM
to its starting position. (Schiepp, 2014) (Sozinov, 2013) This material can achieve a
larger stroke than the piezo stacks.
Another option for the piezo stacks or the MSM is a screw configuration. This helix will
be connected to the spinning input shaft. When actuation is commanded, the material
would be excited and cause and expansion or contraction. A spring would be used to
make sure the actuation returned to its starting position. Energy to actuate will also
include spring deflection force. When the stacks expand, the helical shaft would be
clutched to the translational piece, causing the translational piece to spin. This rotation
and axial motion would be difficult to support with a bearing. The translational piece
would also need to be sealed so that the actuation components and the fluid would be
separate. This design would lead to a friction contact with some sort of abrasive material
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on the stacks or MSM. In the case of the piezo stack, a very tight tolerance would need to
be held. The MSM is possible of actuation of 1 mm, allowing for less precise machining.
A long term problem with this design is that the material used for the friction contact
could start to erode from the helical shaft leading to a decrease in performance. Using
material that has a crystal or magnetic shape alloy structure as a friction component that
expands or contracts with electricity is not the best option. The material needs to be quite
thick to get an actuation stroke that is useable and this would lead to a larger translational
piece, disk and housing.
3.2.5

Motor (Outrunner)

An outrunner motor can be used as the clutching mechanism. This configuration would
have a ring with a permanent motor as a ring around the stator. The stator would spin and
connect to the input shaft. When an actuation was required, the stator was energized and
caused the ring of magnets to move. The stator would create a magnetic field and clutch
with the ring of magnets. This would result in a rotational actuation and for the design in
figure 3.4 it would need an arm or a cam that was connected to the magnets to translate
the rotation into a linear motion. To return the translational piece to start, a spring would
need to be used.
The components for this clutching would be inexpensive; dc motors are relatively cheap
(Propulsion Systems, 2014). This motor is popular in radio-controlled propulsion systems.
The electronics for controlling would also be inexpensive. The manufacturing of this
system would be easier, because it would not require precision in microns.
This outrunner motor can also be used in the cam profile. The stator would still be
connected to the input shaft and the magnets on a ring around the stator. The ring with the
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magnets would have a cam profile on it for actuation, figure 3.4. When the stator is
energized, the magnetic field created would influence the ring of magnets and clutch the
two.

Figure 3.4 Outrunner Cam Design
This design allows for cheap components that are easily attainable. The magnetic ring
with the cam profile could be made in two pieces and this would also reduce the
manufacturing complexities.
Clutching of a large moving mass and a small light weight translational is a new way to
actuate. The previous designs are a general idea on how the actuation and components
might look.
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CHAPTER 4. ACTUATION PROTOTYPE DESIGN

The actuation of the ECA relies on a few components that are built from material that can
be easily obtained and are relatively inexpensive. MR fluid is a non-abrasive liquid that
when subjected to a magnetic field will thicken. This fast (< 1 ms) transition from solid to
liquid is advantageous for the ECA. All of the components were made at Purdue
University machine shops or purchased from local retailers. The ECA prototypes are
composed of a disk that is rotating, a translational piece that is in the middle of the disk
and a wound set of wires in a coil. The translational piece takes the rotating kinetic
energy and results in a linear motion. The ECA went through three iterations on the
translational piece (translational v1, translational v2 and translational v3) and two
iterations on the disk (disk v1, disk v2). The combination of translational v1 and disk v1
was the first combination and disk v2 was tested with translational v2 and translational v3.
4.1

Driving the Design

The ECA uses the spinning mass to store energy and when an actuation is needed the
energy is taken from the system. The kinetic energy of the system was calculated using
Equation 1

The

is in rad/s so the frequency of the spinning disk is multiplied by 2 . The moment

of inertia of the spinning disk needed to be calculated.
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Equation 2

(

)

The mass was calculated from the model drawing given the material properties that are
stored in Pro/ENGINEER 1020 steel. The rotary inertia equation is for a hollow cylinder.
The inner radius is the shaft size and the larger r value is the outside as seen below in
figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Diagram of disk inertia equation
With the acceleration of the translational piece found from simulation (0.5mm/ms2) and
the mass known (.03 kg) from lab measurement (Xiong, 2014). Equation 3 was used to
find the force that the translational piece could achieve.

Equation 3
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The force that the actuation could achieve was 15 N. This force would be applied over
the surface of the coil and the disk but to find the worst loading condition the assumption
was made that the force was furthest from the shaft, seen in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Actuation force applied
The moment arm for this force is 50 mm and worst load that the motor shaft would see is
0.75 Nm (106 oz.-in.). This is the worst loading condition and the more reasonable torque
assuming the force acting in the middle would be 0.375 Nm (53 oz.-in.).
The disk that is used has a kinetic energy of 9.958 J at a disk speed of 600 rpm. This 100
mm disk is a larger disk and has a large amount of kinetic energy available for an
actuation. The disk is used to keep the kinetic energy available when needed so that a
smaller motor or energy source could be used. For each actuation the energy needed is
0.75 J. This energy required at a worst case would be 7% of the available kinetic energy.
With this small percentage being used the motor or input source has time to replenish the
energy.
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To show some of the scalability of the system the disk diameter can be decreased by half
the size (50 mm) and sped up to 1200 rpm. This allows for a kinetic energy of 2.9 J, just
under half the available kinetic energy. This means that the input power would need to
speed the disk back up after the initial actuation. A sweep of disk speeds and disk sizes
can be seen in the figure 4.3. The kinetic energy graph shows that the disk with the
largest net energy would be the 100 mm disk. The same R2 value, 10 mm, was used for
each disk.
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4.2

Kinetic Energy Disk

The kinetic energy of the valve actuation is provided by an input shaft. For testing
purposes this shaft is powered by a stepper motor. The power is transferred from the shaft
to the disk by means of a key. The disk is 100 mm in diameter and has a large mass due
to the material. Disk version 1 (disk v1) was created for testing with the 3D printed
translational piece. The gap in the disk is 4 mm. The small gap allowed for the 3D printed
translational piece allowed for a 0.5 mm film of MR fluid to be between the disk and the
translational piece. The disk is 100 mm thick overall and this allows for rigidity in the
manufacturing and, when coupled, to have a larger mass spinning for the kinetic energy.
In the middle of the disk there is a 10 mm hole for the placement of the shaft and a larger
12 mm diameter, and the drawing file can be seen in figure 4.4. The keyway is cut into 2
mm of material around the shaft. One of the major problems with this disk was holding
the tolerances of the gap. With only 1 mm of total gap between the disk and translational
piece, the tolerance stack was too much to have a consistent actuation.

.
Figure 4.4 Disk drawing and part (mm)
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The disk size was changed to allow for a larger coil set and translational piece (disk v2).
The spacing was increased to 6 mm. The overall width of the disk did not change. With
this increase, the manufacturing and tolerances were held and allowed for consistent
testing of the actuation.
4.3

Translational Piece

The translational piece connects the rotational motion to the linear motion of the
actuation. With the coil set requiring attachment to the translational piece, the weight of
the piece needed to be small, and due to the size of the gap in the disk v1, the gap had to
be thin. The original translational piece (translational v1) was made from 3D printed
plastic. 3D printing is a process that allows for small and complex geometries to be made
without the increase in the manufacturing cost. The plastic has a tensile strength of
almost 48.2 MPa (7000 psi).
4.3.1 Finite Element Analysis
Finite element analysis (FEA) was used to design the translational piece to withstand the
forces during an actuation. The forces used in the FEA were from previous simulation
conducted in collaborative work. Initial simulations showed the MR fluid would produce
a force of 90 N. Figure 4.5, is of the translational piece with the loads and constraints.
The material tag uses all of the material properties from the material data sheet provided.
The density after it comes in contact with the laser is 0.93 g/cm2. The 3D printing process
was selective laser sintering, using heat from a laser to form a solid mass. The base and
side of the curve have a displacement constraint to simulate the translational piece being
attached to a valve component.
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Figure 4.5 Constraints and loads applied
The acting force on the translational piece is a force that acts along the area where the
coils sit. This small indentation in the translational piece allows the coil to be set into the
translational piece and keeps the face all one dimension. The insert allows for a small
shelf-like area for the force reaction. This is depicted in figure 4.6.

Force applied
area

Figure 4.6 Actuation force
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The analysis of the forces showed that the plastic alone was not going to hold up. The
force was over 27.5 MPa (4000 psi); this is close to the yield of the material. Figure 4.7
shows that the stress is concentrated in the area close to the bottom of the piece. This
location is where the translational piece would be connected to a valve component.

Figure 4.7 Stress analysis
The force was under the yield but the material was still bending. The deformation of the
translational piece was larger than what the tolerances would allow for. The maximum
displacement is 2 mm, seen in figure 4.8, and this would cause the translational piece to
contact the sides of the container or the disk.
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Figure 4.8 Translational deformation under load
To reduce the stress in the translational piece and to decrease the deformation the design
was modified. The material was only 1.5 mm thick and needed to be increased. The base
was increased from 1.5mm to 3mm and can be seen in the figure 4.9. The stress for this
thicker base decreased the stress concentration in the base of the translational piece to just
over 13.7 MPa (2000psi). The deformation was also minimized to 1.5mm in the X
direction.
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B

A
Figure 4.9 Modified translational version 1 (mm)
The translational v1 was 1.5 mm at its thinnest point and 3 mm at its thickest point A.
The idea was to insert a wound coil into the oval shape (B) on the figure. The reason
behind the thicker section A, the translational piece, was to keep it from buckling or
deforming when a load or moment was present. With the thicker cross section, the
stresses from the FEA were under the yielding stress of the plastic. An aluminide was
used to increase the strength of translational v1 without increasing the weight. This
material was a plastic that has aluminum particles mixed in. The aluminide is used in the
manufacturing of stiff parts and has about the same tensile strength of the regular plastic,
48 MPa (6962 psi), but the tensile modulus of the material is higher. The regular plastic
has a tensile modulus of 1703 MPa (247 ksi) and a density of 0.93 g/cm3. (The aluminide
is over double the tensile modulus, 3799 MPa (551 ksi), and an increase in density of
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1.36 g/cm3 of the plastic.) The weight of the aluminide piece comes out to be 9.86 g and
the plastic piece is 7.05g. This increase of 40% in weight doubles the strength of the
translational piece.
The indentation at B in the figure was for the coil to be inserted into. The copper wire
used in all of the windings for the coils had a diameter of 0.5 mm. For translational v1 the
coil would start at the middle of this capsule shaped indentation. To make sure the
translational piece would fit in the gap of disk v1, the windings could only be one layer
thick, shown in figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 Single layer wire winding
This thin, single strand of wire was hard to wind into a coil, while also abiding by the
diameter constraint. Some of the problems that came from the construction of
translational v1 were the tight tolerances that had to be held. The MR fluid gap of the first
version disk and translational piece only allowed for 1 mm, .5 mm on either side.
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Keeping translational v1 centered in the MR fluid gap was difficult as the material would
touch the side of the disk and then move without the coils getting energized.

4.3.2 Printed Circuit Board Coil
The next version of the coils designed for translational v1 was a printed circuit board
(PCB). This coil set was capable to be wound tightly due to the fact that the path is set by
a computer drawing file and then the material is added in the track. The thin profile and
manufacturing the design needed with the trace would allow this piece to be inserted into
the indentation A on translational v1. The benefit of this addition is that it presents a
uniform design that is easy to manufacture and stays within the dimensions. The
performance of the PCB coil can be seen in figure 4.12. The voltage is much lower for
the large magnetic fields produced but the prototype test was run with the coil wires
having a ferrous core and the PCB did not.

Figure 4.11 Printed circuit board coil
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Initial testing of the ECA showed that the concept worked and was capable of linear
actuation. Some of the problematic parts of the first translational piece were in the
tolerance stacking and the limitations on the ability to consistently wind the coil set one
wire thick. The small MR gap of 0.5 mm between the coil of wires and the disk was too
small. The wires would not sit flush and this was a problem. These problems lead to a
new design. The new translational piece, translational v2, was a thicker coil set. This
thicker design allowed for an easier manufacturing of the coils. The idea was to sandwich
a winding of coils in between 2 aluminum pieces. The aluminum was selected to keep the
weight of the translational piece down. To make the manufacturing of translational v2
easier, the thickness was selected from common sized sheet aluminum. Using 38 gauge
sheet aluminum sizes eliminated the need to mill the piece to the desired thickness and
only required that the sheet be cut into the correct geometry. This was easily done with
overlaying the proper dimensions and an outline on the sheet then trimming the metal
with snips and a file. In the middle of the coil there was a steel core that would focus the
magnetic field. This core also helped in winding and keeping the thickness of the
translational v2 to the correct dimensions. The aluminum is 10 times stronger than the
aluminide and plastic. One of the negatives to the aluminum sheet is the magnetic
resistance that it has, compared to steel or other ferrous materials. The eddie currents in
the aluminum is something that the coils would now have to overcome.
4.3.3

Aluminum Translational Piece

The MR fluid had to be in direct contact with the coils, as seen in figure 4.12, to gain the
largest magnetic flux density in the MR fluid and to allow the field to build at a faster
pace. The graph below shows two coil sets, one with aluminum as the contact with the
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MR fluid and a design with MR fluid in contact with the core. Both of the coil sets have
the same resistance of about 4 Ω ±0.3. The cores for both of the tests are made from the
same material and have the same dimensions. The non-aluminum coil has the same
magnetic field but at a voltage of roughly half of the voltage of the coil set with
aluminum face. The test was conducted with a magnetometer and probe in the center of
the metal core. The voltage was increased slowly and the corresponding magnetic field
was recorded.
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Figure 4.12 Magnetic field strength
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4.3.4 Translational Piece V3
The current translational piece translational v3 builds on the successful parts of the
previous designs, to expose the core to the MR fluid and keep everything clean and
repeatable. The coils are made from 3D printed material to make a spool shape and to
hold the wires. The plastic holder was designed to hold the wire, like a spool, in the
correct shape and also to keep it at a consistent width and allow for the .05 mm MR fluid
gap. To focus the magnetic field, a steel core is used with this coil design. The gap in the
middle of the winding, seen below, allows for the core to be inserted into it.

Figure 4.13 Coil winding with steel core
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This process of winding the wires in the spool and inserting the core into the gap is done
twice so there are two coils with cores for the translational piece. The coils are connected
via an aluminum piece, seen figure 4.14. This connecting piece is the part that protrudes
from the top of the case and is what the displacement is measured off of (Z). The
aluminum is the 38 gauge material that is used before and is connected to the coils using
an epoxy. The final assembled translational piece can be seen below. The length of the
coils from outside to outside had to be less than 104 mm; this was due to the constraint of
the container. The width of the coils on the translational piece is 5 mm. This allows for a
0.5 mm MR fluid gap on either side of the coils between the disk.

Figure 4.14 Translational version 3
4.4

Actuation housing

The MR fluid needed to be contained in and around the rotating disk as well as around
the translational piece. The case needed to be large enough to hold the 100 mm disk and
to have it completely submerged in the MR fluid. The width of the opening in the case
was 38.1 mm (1.5 inches). The case, figure 4.15 below, was built using a CNC mill.
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Figure 4.15 Actuation case (mm)
The case was made from aluminum to avoid contaminating the MR fluid. Having this
made from aluminum also decreased the weight of the case. If it were to go into
production, this aluminum might be a good choice to keep the overall weight down.
4.5

Input Shaft

The shaft was aluminum rod stock 6061 at a diameter of 10 mm. The length was 139.7
mm (5.5 inches). To make sure the shaft spun true, the stock was put on a lathe. A
keyway was cut into the shaft at a length of 38.1 mm (1.5 inches).
4.6

Support bearings and seals

To support the shaft that would transmit the power from the motor to the disk there
needed to be bearings. The ID of the bearing was set to the shaft size. The bearings were
press fit into the bearings to keep the outer race from leaking. The contact between the
shaft and ID was not tight enough to seal the MR fluid from leaking out of the container.
O-rings off the shelf were ordered to help in the shaft sealing. The O-rings were Buna-N
with a durometer hardness of A70. The dimensions were 1mm thick and had a diameter
of 10 mm to fit on the shaft. The bearings used are sealed. The outer race is stationary in
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the pressed part of the box but the inner part is allowed to spin with the shaft. The Orings are compressed between the bearing and the shaft collar. The collar is allowed to
spin on the shaft and with the inner race of the bearing.
The top was sealed with a paper gasket and is secured in place with four 10-28 bolts. The
aluminum box was drilled and tapped to allow the bolts to be secured. The lid was made
of an acrylic and allows for visual feedback that the disk is spinning and the translational
piece is in its correct placement.
4.7

MR fluid

LORD MR fluid was used. This fluid is a hydrocarbon based magneto-rheological fluid.
The model number is MRF-132DG. This material has a viscosity of 0.112 Pa-s at 104
degrees F. The density is between 2.95 and 3.15 g/cm3 (LORD Corporations, 2011).
Filling the case required 0.3 L (1.25 cups) of MR fluid. This volume was with all of the
components in the case. This number with optimization in manufacturing can be less. The
current design has 6.35 mm (0.25 inch) gaps on either side of the disk to help in the
assembly. Making the container two pieces that come together around the disk and
translational component would make assembly easier.
4.8

Assembly

The components of the actuator are all common parts or can be made relatively easily. An
entire parts list of the ECA can be seen in the appendix. The entire actuator can be taken
apart in just a few minutes to build and test multiple designs. A fully assembled ECA can
be seen in figure 4.16. The aluminum box is the component to hold all of the ECA parts.
The bearings need to be pressed into the holes that are milled out in the box. The disk is
then inserted into the gap in the box. To limit the excess MR fluid not being used, only
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the MR fluid in the disk gap is in shear mode, and the space around the disk and the box
is minimal. With the disk in the box and the bearings pressed in, the shaft is then inserted
into the box and will now suspend the disk. To keep the MR fluid from leaking out of the
disk around the shaft, the O-rings and the collars are used. The compression of the Orings allows for a tight seal between the shaft and the inner race of the bearing.

Figure 4.16 Assembly
Inserting the key into the groove on the shaft and also in the disk is the next step. This
key allows for the torque transmit from the power source to the disk and eventually into
the translational piece. The following equation was used to make sure the key was
capable of transmitting the power:
Equation 4
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(Krutz, 1999)
The disk is 100 mm wide so the maximum length of the key to transmit power would be
the 100 mm. With these equations and the 25.4 mm max L, the max force that could be
transmitted would be 9,265 N (2,083 lbf) Even if the length of the key is decreased to
only 6.35 mm (0.25 inch), the force allowable that the key could transmit would be 2313
N (520lbf). With the key inserted, the MR fluid was then poured into the container. A
funnel would be recommended in this step to avoid spilling any of the liquid. The
translational piece is then inserted into the fluid-filled box and the wires come out of the
top lid with the long arm of the translational piece. With the top on and the gasket and
bolts tighten, the actuator is connected to the rotational power source, ie. electric motor,
pump/motor shaft. To allow for misalignment in the axis, a flexible shaft connector
should be used.
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

A test bench was constructed to test the ECA and validate the model and was comprised
of mechanical and electronic components.
5.1

Stepper motor

The input to the disk had to be powerful enough to provide the necessary torque to keep
the disk spinning and not stall under the load.
The motor was required to have a variable speed and be able to provide toque at high
speeds up to and above 1000 rpm to keep the kinetic energy of the disk high. A stepper
motor was selected because of its wide availability and fine control. With a stepper motor
the speed can be controlled without feedback into the system. A signal generator sends a
signal to the stepper motor controller which has a selection for the micro steps per
revolution. To calculate the speed of the motor shaft the frequency sent from the signal
generator is divided by the micro step number this value is the rotations per second. The
repeatability of the testing made a stepper motor a good selection. Stepper motors have
full motor current through the windings, regardless of the load requirement; and attribute
which could decrease efficiency. This drawback manifested itself during the testing in
the form of heat, which is wasted energy in this case.
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Using the constraints for the motor a series of motors was selected. Of the motors
considered, the 34Y series high torque square stepper motor from Anaheim Automation
was ultimately chosen, 34Y314S-LW8. This motor has a power output of 12 Nm (1700
oz.-in). The peak power that the motor is capable of using is 7 A in a unipolar and series
connection.
5.1.1

Motor driver

A MLA 10641 stepper driver was used to achieve the high speed and high torque output
needed. This stepper driver is a 110 VAC or 220VAC that can provide the high current
(10 amps peak) to the stepper motor for the high torque. For normal operation, the driver
could deliver 7 A. The torque curve of this setup is provided by the manufacturer below.
To filter some of the noise from the AC outlet a filter was placed in line with the plug,
eliminating the electromagnetic interference (Anaheim Automation, 2012).
To control the stepper motor, the driver has three inputs: clock, direction and on/off. The
clock allowed for control of the rotation by taking the input from a signal. On and off
functions and the direction was controlled by a 5 V logic power source. The clock
bandwidth was quite large, ranging from 0-400 kHz. To select the resolution of the
rotation, four DIP switches can be toggled to on or off. These switches controlled micro
stepping, a process that breaks the rotation of the motor into smaller steps. The first
switch will reduce the current that is used by the stepper motor with the resolution
ranging from 1 to 64. During testing, the steps per revolution were set to all on with the
DIP switches 2-4, the rotation was divided into 200 steps per revolution. These settings
were used to achieve the torque and power curve from the manufacturer that is shown
below.
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Figure 5.1 Stepper motor and driver torque curve (Anaheim Automation, 2012)
5.2

Shaft coupling

A shaft coupler was used to connect the shaft on the ECA to the stepper motor. Any
misalignment in the axis of the shafts was fixed using a flexible spider shaft couplers.
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The flexible spider was selected first to make sure that the necessary torque could be
transmitted. A hytrel spider size C which is capable of running at speeds up to 3,600 rpm
and has a working torque of 12.7 Nm (1800 oz.-in) was selected; this spider was also
capable to allow for a max alignment of 0.05 degrees. The stepper motor shaft is 15.875
mm (5/8 inch) while the shaft into the ECA was 10 mm; both diameters were in the size
C iron coupler bore size and can be seen in figure 5.2. The couplers had a setscrew to
keep them locked on the shafts.

Figure 5.2 Hytrel spider size C
5.3

Signal generator

The signal generator used for this testing was an Owon signal generator. The stepper
driver had a rate of 200 steps per revolution of the motor. The wave sent was a square
wave with a high voltage of 5 V. The test was run at 4 different speeds: 300, 600, 900 and
1200 revolutions per minute. A breakdown of the speeds can be seen in table 5.1.
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Calculation of the speed of the motor had the input signal divided by 200 to get
revolutions per second then multiplied by 60 for the revolutions per minute.
Table 5.31 Rotary speed and frequency
Rotary speed (rpm) Frequency generator Steps per rotation
(Hz)
300

1000

200

600

2000

200

900

3000

200

1200

4000

200

5.4

Test platform

The stand was simply SAE1020 steel welded into a table-like platform with dimensions
of 60.96 cm x 30.48 cm (2 ft. x 1 ft.) to enable greater mounting flexibility. The ECA is
mounted to the platform with the motor in figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Test stand with ECA and motor
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5.5

Torque measurement

It is critical to measure the power which is supplied to the actuation so as to ensure that
the benefits of using this technology are not negated by the energy requirements. The
torque was measured at a steady state with the disk spinning at constant speeds and no
actuation of the coils and MR fluid. To get a torque measurement, the motor was
suspended by a bearing with an inner diameter equal to that of the shaft. To reduce the
friction in the bearings, steel ball open bearings were used. The bearings were capable of
holding over 2224 N (500 lbf) as a radial load; more than enough to bear the weight of
the motor. Bearings were needed on the axis of the shaft on the front and back of the
motor to allow it to spin freely.

Figure 5.4 Motor mount for torque measurement (mm)
The back of the motor has a space with a small indentation, as seen in the figure below. A
small aluminum piece was made to support the motor and fit into the bearing. This
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aluminum piece figure 5.5 is 32 mm at the point that connects to the motor and has a
smaller piece that is 16 mm that fit into the bearing.

Figure 5.5 Motor support (mm)
In the figure 5.6, the aluminum piece that is used to hold the back of the motor is inserted
into the cavity.
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Figure 5.6 Motor support in motor
Steel L-shaped brackets were made to hold the bearings in place and hold the weight of
the motor. The brackets were held to the plate by two ¼ inch bolts. A large hole that was
38.1 mm (1.5 inches) was cut into both of them for the bearings to be pressed into. The
height of the center of the circle was 51 mm; this height was constrained so that the
motor would still connect the shaft to the disk. For ease of manufacturing the steel was
7.9 mm (5/16 inch) thick, due to the small stresses that the motor and inputs can achieve
the stresses that the steel would endure were not a concern. With the motor suspended on
the axis of rotation from the shaft, it could now spin freely about its axis. The torque arm
was a ruler with holes drilled in it a length of 104.77 mm, 127 mm, 152.4 mm (4.125, 5
and 6 inches). The ruler was used to have precise distances when measuring. This ruler
was secured to the center of the motor figure 5.7. A small hand scale was calibrated using
pieces of steel with known weights. A small level was attached to the moment arm to
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eliminate error in the readings, making sure that the motor was close to level when
reading the torque.

Figure 5.7 Torque measurement assembly
5.6

Motor mount

A bent piece of 6.35 mm (0.25 inch) steel was used to rigidly mount the motor. This
ridged mount was needed for the ECA displacement tests. To secure the mount to the
table 2 1/4-18 bolts were used. The bolt pattern of the motor was milled out into the
vertical piece of this motor mount along with a milled out section to allow for the motor
shaft to stick through.
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Figure 5.8 ECA actuation rigid motor mount (mm)

The motor mount is 91 mm tall and is 100 mm wide. The milled sections in the mount
run most of the length of the material. These large sections allow for the vertical
movement of the motor to help in alignment of the motor shaft and the ECA shaft.
5.7

Electrical components

The ECA test stand uses electrical components to measure and supply the necessary
power. The circuit for two ECA coil is in figure 5.9. This requires a power source for the
coil. The power runs to a MOSFET and the switching of the transistor is controlled by
Dspace DAQ board. The electricity from the power supply, when a command is given,
flows through the coil and induces a magnetic field. The current is measured by a current
sensor that is connected in series to the ECA coil. The current sensor is also connected to
the DAQ board. This signal sent to the DAQ is a 0-5 V analog signal. There is a
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displacement sensor that measures the displacement and speed of the ECA translational
piece, which is also connected to the DAQ, and can be seen in figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9 Electric circuit for ECA test
5.7.1

Power supply

A driving voltage was used to create the magnetic field in the coils. The power supply
units were Mastech HY3003-3 power supplies capable of producing 24 V for each
channel with 3.5 A. The power supplies were connected in series which allows a max
voltage of 96 V with a current of 7 A to account for the large voltage spike needed in the
circuit.
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5.7.2

Transistor

NPN transistors were used in switching the voltage on and off. The signal is sent from the
DAQ to the base of the transistor and this controlled the power then went from the power
supply to the coil in the ECA. This transistor has a switching speed around 50 ns. The
power that the transistor can handle spikes of 72 A and a running current of 18 A with a
max voltage of 200 V.
5.8

DAQ

A Dspace board was used to collect data. This board was used to collect the data from the
laser displacement sensor, the voltage output from the current sensor and was used to
send the control signal to switch the transistor as seen in figure 5.9.
A peak and hold strategy to switch the transistor was needed to increase the voltage and
drive the current in the coils up, increasing the magnetic field. The faster the magnetic
field is built up the faster the MR fluid thickens. This occurred in a 2-3 ms time frame,
and then the signal went to a lower signal with a lower voltage to allow the actuator to
hold its position.
The sampling of the displacement signal was set to start when the step input command
was sent. The displacement data and step input were on a slight delay, 2 ms to allow for
better analysis of the data and to get a stable signal.
5.8.1

Laser displacement sensor

The ECA moves millimeters in milliseconds. This movement is fast and the
measurements needed to be precise. A laser displacement sensor is used to make sure all
of the movement can be captured. This laser is a red semiconductor laser with a
wavelength of 650 nm and a range of ±15 mm for the ECA testing setup. The reputability
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and accuracy are quite high with a ±.05% of the full stroke and 0.2 µm reputability. The
sample time of the laser has 6 levels between 20 to 1000 µs (Keyence, 2014).
5.8.2

Current sensor

A ACS712 current sensor was placed in the output wire of the coil. This is a 30 A sensor
that works with both positive and negative current and requires a 5 V power source for
operation. The response time of this Hall Effect sensor is 5 µs with a bandwidth of 80
kHz. The output signal from the current is in mV and the sensitivity is about 66 mV/A.
The chip was mounted onto a board to make the installation into the circuit easier. The
board had screw terminals for the current in and out wires along with a ground, supply
voltage, and output voltage terminals.
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CHAPTER 6. DYNAMIC TESTING

The combination of the actuation and the test stand components allowed for experimental
results. The ECA translational piece was all that was tested in the actuation. The effects
of a valve spool or poppet mass were not tested. The valve component could double the
actuated mass.
6.1

Power test

A torque test was conducted to measure the power required to spin the disk in the MR
fluid. The power into the ECA needed to be small due to it being a parasitic loss in the
overall system. The disk would always be spinning and the clutching would be only as
needed. The test was conducted by measuring the torque the motor put out rather than
testing the power at the wall where the motor plugged in. This was because a stepper
motor was used and to eliminate any of the inefficiencies internally from the stepper
motor.
The test was conducted at a sweep of speeds to see what the relationship is for power
required and the speed of the motor. When the motor was run at various speeds the force
needed to torque balance the motor was measured and the torque was calculated from this
and the known moment arm length. The speed of the shaft started at 150 rpm and
increased 150 rpm till it reached 750 rpm. Simulation data was conducted in concurrence
with the experimental data.
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A deeper detail simulation comparison with the experimental results can be seen in
(Xiong, 2014). Below, figure 6.1, is the plot of the measured results and the simulation.
The error is the largest at 750 rpm and it differs by about 15%. This error in measurement
can be from the accuracy of measurements or the misalignment in the shafts.

Figure 6.1 Power required
The measurement of the torque required was relatively small, about 30 W (.04 hp).
With the torque measured, the motor mount was changed from its torque mount to the
rigid mount. Changing the mounts allowed for testing with the ECA. The testing for the
ECA was done over a sweep of speeds to create a plot of how the ECA would perform.
6.2

Initial prototype

The original design with the 3D printed translational piece and the small 4 mm gap in the
disk was the first prototype of the ECA tested. The testing for this was conducted but the
performance was not consistent. Displacement values from the ECA were not recorded
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due to many factors: the first thing that would fail in testing was the coil set. This single
stack coil set was not capable of multiple actuations and the adhesive used would not
bond with the 3D printed material. The 3D printed material would also absorb some of
the MR fluid and this led to problems in the material rigidity. When the ECA was
running, the gap size was too small and the coils and translational piece would get stuck
to the side of the disk and this would cause actuation that was not commanded by the
DAQ system. The few times that the actuation was achieved showed that the concept was
viable.
6.3

Second generation prototype

In the second generation prototype, the outer sides of the translational piece were made of
aluminum. This design was capable of running multiple tests and the results were
consistent. The second generation ECA has experimental data of both the actuation
speeds and the current profile. The current was used to induce the magnetic field in the
coils.
6.3.1

Current profile

The current that went through the coils was very important because the faster the current
would ramp up, the faster the magnetic field would build causing the MR fluid to thicken
at an accelerated pace. The voltage in the test was 55 V. Figure 6.2 shows the building of
the electrical current is below. The peak and hold was used to quickly ramp up the
current. It only takes the current one ms to get to its peak value just over 13A.
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Figure 6.2 Translational v2 current profile
6.3.2

Displacement test

The speed of the translational piece was measured with the displacement laser and this
was measured over just a few milliseconds. The test was run with a shaft speed at 600
rpm. From the figure below, 6.3, the translational piece reached a displacement of 1.6
mm in 4.5 ms.
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Figure 6.3 Translational v2 actuation
Note: Figure 6.3 and 6.4 shows the transition time within the first millisecond of the
actuation. This time is when the coil current is building and the MR fluid is starting to
thicken and create the shearing between the translational piece and the disk. This
transition time was consistent in the tests run. If the actuation needed to be one ms faster,
this transition time could be taken out and the command signal could be sent one ms
earlier. A hidden benefit to the ECA is the larger displacement at high speeds. The
actuation data ended just over the 7mm mark but this displacement occurred at only 10
ms.
6.3.3

Bidirectional test

The second generation prototype was also run to see if bidirectional switching could be
achieved. In the figure 6.4, an “on” command is shown with a hold of this command for
multiple milliseconds then the “off” command is given. The response of the ECA is
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plotted along with these commands. The purpose of this test was to see if the
performance was independent of direction.

Figure 6.4 Translational v2 bidirectional test
The actuator stroke was limited to 5 mm to ensure that the coils would still be fully
surrounded by MR fluid and remain in a contact area on the disk. This simulated real
potential world application. The stroke of the ECA would be attached to a valve
component in a block or some other component, limiting the stroke by some means. The
time to rise from zero to full displacement is about 12 ms. The down stroke (5 mm-0 mm)
was achieved in about the same time. The performance of the ECA was the same opening
or closing.
6.4

Third generation prototype

The data from the results of prototype 2 were not as close to the goal speed as desired.
The experimental results were promising for prototype 2 but there were some changes
that could possibly get better results. The new prototype 3 was to be tested in the same
means as its predecessors.
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6.4.1

Current profile

Prototype generation 3 was run through many sweeps of the parameters to compare some
of the trade-offs in speed and power required to show its versatility. The coil current was
measured for three different shaft speeds but this speed did not change the performance
of the current profile. Figure 6.5, below, is from a test done at 600 rpm and with multiple
voltages.

Figure 6.5 Translational v3 current profile sweep
Testing was done at voltages of 48, 72 and 96 volts. The lower the applied voltage, the
smaller the overall coil current. The time it took to make it to the peak current was longer
in the lower voltages. The 96V test was almost 3 times the 48V test, meaning the
magnetic field in the 96V test was much larger. The 96 V test achieved 10 A in 0.75 ms
while the smaller voltage, 48 V reached 5A in 1 ms. The same peak and hold strategy
was used for this test.
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6.4.2

Displacement test

The ECA was tested at 300 rpm and 600 rpm to measure the displacement performance.
The two motor speed tests were done in combination with the different voltages. This
provided six different experimental results allowing a comparison of performances at
different parameters.
The result of the actuation is slower for the 300 rpm test. In figure 6.6, the three voltage
runs can be seen.

Figure 6.6 Translational version 3 actuation 300 rpm
The 48V test was the slowest overall and this fits with the logic of slower rotation speed
and slower coil current building. The 1.5mm actuation was reached just under the 5ms
mark. The highest voltage was able to reach that displacement in 4ms. The results of the
72 and 96 V test were close to each other. These results show that the smaller power can
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have close to the same performance of the high voltage. With the smaller voltage (48 V)
the performance was slower, but this actuation was still able to achieve fast switching.
With the motor speed set to 600 rpm the ECA saw its fastest actuation times.

Figure 6.7 Translational v3 actuation 600 rpm
In figure 6.7, the same trends are visible as the test with the slower speed. The highest
voltage gives the fastest speed. The speed that the translational piece hits the 1.5 mm
mark is much faster and closer to the desired, 3 ms for the 96V and just under 4ms for the
48V. The sweep of actuations at the 600 rpm test shows more differentiation between the
three voltages. This range allows for a greater application of the ECA. A low voltage
requirement for a valve could make the 48 V ECA an option and still have a displacement
of 2 mm in 4.5 ms.
The range of operation of the ECA is shown in the previous figures. If a higher speed is
needed, then the voltage can increase or the input speed can increase. For longer
actuation, the ECA can achieve relatively large actuation at these higher speeds.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION

The ECA is an actuator that has many new advantages. Most existing valves and
actuators need to accelerate and decelerate the actuation and control elements mass.
Decoupling of the actuation mechanism and the control mechanism allowed for a new
linear actuation system. This new, high-speed actuation can improve the efficiencies in
digital hydraulics. A large on-off valve with a large flow rate will reduce the throttling
losses and allow for improvements in efficiencies in systems (pump motors).
The design consisted of a spinning disk to create the kinetic energy source. This spinning
mass would be coupled with a smaller, lightweight translational piece. This translational
piece was what created the linear actuation and this allowed for a large force at a faster
speed. The clutching mechanism for the ECA was MR fluid. This fluid acts like a liquid
until a magnetic field is present. The magnetic particles align with the field and the fluid
thickens, causing a shearing force. The third generation of the translational piece
consisted of a 3D printed spool to wind the copper wire around. In the center of the spool,
a small magnetic core was placed to focus the magnetic field. The coils were connected
using a piece of aluminum. This aluminum piece protrudes from the case.
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The ECA requires a pilot energy source to spin the disk. This can come from an engine or
pump motor shaft. The power consumption for this actuator is 17 W at 600 rpm. The
ECA is a saleable actuator; it can be a smaller disk that spins faster or it can be a larger
disk that spins slower. The power that was used in creating the magnetic field also
changes how fast or slow that action happens. At 96 V supplied to the coils, the actuator
was about 1 ms faster than the 48 V tests. The actuator was capable of 1.5 mm stroke in 3
ms. The actuator also was able to achieve a large stroke of 7 mm in 7 ms. If a higher
speed is needed, then the voltage can increase or the input speed can increase. For longer
actuation, the ECA can achieve relatively large actuation at these higher speeds.
This large stroke actuation allows for the ECA to be used in application like a camless
engine.
7.1

Future work

The main problem in building the ECA was the translational piece. This problem required
winding copper coil as tightly as possible. The spool did not always work correctly and
the wires did not always allow for a constant winding. One possible option would be to
have the coil printed on a circuit board. This design would allow for a clean look and
could keep everything working more consistently. The problem with the PCB is that it
needs a core and the printed material sees a large amount of current. If the translational
piece is going to be made with copper wire wound around the core like it is currently, the
best option for manufacturing it would most likely be using a type of injection molding.
This injection molding would allow for the coils to be submersed into the plastic and the
aluminum actuation piece can be replaced with this plastic.
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Testing with faster speeds would show the dynamics of the system at speeds that could be
achieved by an engine or pump shaft. This higher speed operation would need the
translational piece to have a seal on the lid. This sealing would allow for it to be used in a
hydraulic application. The housing for the ECA needs to contain the MR fluid and also
allow for hydraulic applications. The figure below, 7.1, is a good example of what could
be done with this and allow for a small, compact package of the ECA.

Figure 7.1 ECA spool concept
This packaging could allow for spool testing and poppet testing. The system needs a
feedback to know the position of the translational piece. This closed loop would allow for
control of the translational piece as well as opening and closing strategies to be optimized.
A Hall Effect position sensor could be utilized.
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APPENDIX

Table A.1
Parts list
ECA
Part number Part Name
1 Disk
2 Spool copper wire
3 3D spool
4 Electromagnet core
4 Translational piece
5 Shaft
6 Shaft key
7 Case
8 MR fluid
9 Bearings
10 O-rings
11 Shaft collars
13 Lid
Test Stand
Part number Part Name
1 Stepper motor
2 Stepper motor driver
3 Stepper motor driver filter
4 Test stand platform
5 Signal Generator
6 Motor mount
7 Shaft coupling
8 Hytrel Spider
9 Power supply
10 Breadboard
11 Transistor
12 Dspace Board
13 Laser displacement
14 Current sensors
15 Jummper wire
16 Toggle switches

Part Number
7588K81
1482K12
MRF-132DG
6661K101
9262K104
57485K68
-

Description
100 mm disk
used for making coils (0.5 mm diameter)
3D printed spool to hold wire on translational v3
Electromagnet core that sits in tranaslational v3
Aluminum conecting piece
Steel shaft
Key to transmit shaft power to ECA
Aluminum case to hold MR fluid and ECA
LORD corp MR fluid
Sealed bearings pressed into case
Orings D 10 mm thickness 1 mm for sealing shaft
Shaft collars to compress o-ring to bearing and seal shaft
Plastic lid to center the ECA and to seal the case

Quantity
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1

Part Number
34Y3145-LW8
MLA10641
10EMC1
AG1022
6408K12
6408K93
HY3003-3
20NQ20T
CP1103
LK-682
ACS712
MTS-1

Description
Motor used to transmit power
The driver for the stepper motor
Used to filter the power into the driver
0.6 x 0.3 m 1020 steel stand
Controlled the motor speed
L shaped motor mount 1020 steel
Shaft coupler to connect motor to ECA shaft
Compression in shaft coupling
2 channel 0-30 V power supplies
Breadboard for wiring the ECA
Transistors for switching ECA
Board used for DAQ
Laser sensor used for displacement of ECA
Current sensors used to measure current of ECA coil
Small amounts of wire to jump connections
Switches for controlling the stepper motor

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
15
2
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